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Abstract: The deposition of thin films of bioactive materials is the most common approach to improve
the bone bonding ability of an implant surface. With this purpose, several wet and plasma assisted
deposition methods were proposed in the scientific literature. In this review, we considered films
obtained by nanosecond Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD). Since hydroxyapatite (HA) has composition
and structure similar to that of the mineral component of the bone, the initial studies focused on
the selection of experimental conditions that would allow the deposition of films that retain HA
stoichiometry and crystallinity. However, biological apatite was found to be a poorly crystalline
and multi-substituted mineral; consequently, the attention of researchers was oriented towards the
deposition of substituted HA, glass (BG), and glass-ceramic (BGC) bioactive materials to exploit
the biological relevance of foreign ions and crystallinity. In this work, after a description of the
nanosecond ablation and film growth of ceramic materials, we reported studies on the mechanism
of HA ablation and deposition, evidencing the peculiarities of PLD. The literature concerning the
PLD of ion substituted HA, BG, and BGC was then reviewed and the performances of the coatings
were discussed. We concluded by describing the advantages, limitations, and perspectives of PLD
for biomedical applications.

Keywords: substituted hydroxyapatite; bioactive glass; bioactive glass-ceramic; PLD

1. Introduction

With increasing life expectancy, diseases connected to hard tissue, both bone and den-
tal, can compromise the quality of life. Extraordinary progresses have been made in hard
tissue health over the last decades, improving the mechanical properties, biocompatibility,
and bioactivity of implants. Materials that can be used as implants offer controlled inter-
action with the biological medium, while also supporting and regenerating the damaged
tissue, controlling specific biological reactions. Bioactive ceramics meet most of these needs;
however, their brittleness limits application in load-bearing implants. Therefore, they are
usually proposed as a coat for metal alloys, resulting in bioactive implants with suitable
mechanical properties. Bioactive ceramic coatings on metallic implants can promote rapid
bone fixation of the devices by enhancing bone growth and creating a strong interface;
they can also act as a protective barrier, minimizing or preventing metallic ions release
and reducing the risk of corrosion. Bioactive ceramics are inorganic, non-metallic, solid
materials consisting of metal, non-metal, or metalloid atoms, with interatomic bonding
(ionic or covalent), which is generally synthesized at elevated temperatures. The crys-
tallinity of ceramic materials ranges from highly oriented to semi-crystalline, vitrified,
and often completely amorphous (e.g., glass). Calcium phosphate-based minerals like
hydroxyapatite (HA), bioactive glass (BG), and glass-ceramic (BGC) belong to the class of
biomaterials suitable for hard tissue replacement.
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Calcium phosphate-based minerals, especially hydroxyapatite (HA), resemble the
main component of human hard tissues and have been proposed in the field of bone regen-
eration owing to their good biocompatibility, osseointegration, and osteoconduction [1–3].
The unit cell of HA is represented as Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2. HA can easily accommodate ionic
substitutes, retaining its crystal structure; and many studies have reported the synthesis
and deposition of films of HA doped with microelements to give various metabolic func-
tions to the coatings. The most common foreign ions that can be accommodated in the
unit cell of HA are CO3

2− in the position of PO4
3−, Cl− and F− in the position of OH−

and Mg2+, and Na+ and K+ in the position of Ca2+, respectively. Researchers have also
proposed the preparation of HA doped with ions that have functional properties, such as
silver or iron [2,4–6]. The bacteriostatic and antibacterial activity of Cu, Ag, and Zn are well
known and their accommodation in HA lattice is widely studied (the formation of bacterial
biofilms in the first hours after surgery can accelerate implant failure). Bioactive and
biocompatible coatings that possess antimicrobial activity have made it possible to improve
surgical results and obviate the needs for antibiotics [7]. The use of Fe-doped HA has also
been proposed, thanks to the intrinsic magnetic and biocompatibility properties of iron. It
has been shown that the magnetic field can affect cell response and the incorporation of
magnetic nanoparticles can create a magnetic gradient that influences cells behavior [8].

Considering glass materials, 45S5 Bioglass® was the first synthetic material able to
bond with bone. Developed in the late 1960s by Larry Hench, Bioglass® has been in
clinical use since 1985. It is a soda–lime–phosphosilicate (Na2–CaO–P2O5–SiO2) glass
and the formula 45S5 has a specific meaning: 45 wt % S, which stands for SiO2 (network
former), and 5:1 is the ratio of CaO:P2O5 [9]. What traditional glass and bioactive glasses
have in common is their amorphous structure and thermal behavior [10]. However, three
important features distinguish bioactive glasses from traditional soda-lime-silica glasses:
(i) less than 60 mol% SiO2; (ii) high Na2O and CaO percentage; (iii) high CaO/P2O5 ratio.
Like hydroxyapatite, the composition of bioactive glasses is changing; in fact, in order to
improve biological performances, numerous ions have been introduced. As regards the
bioactive glass structure, there are three peculiar components to be taken into account:
network formers, network modifiers, and intermediate oxides. Network formers, typically
three or fourfold coordinated, include silica (SiO2) and phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5).
The basic building block of silicate glasses is the SiO4

4− tetrahedron; each one can be
connected to neighboring SiO4

4− tetrahedrons through Si–O–Si bonds, named bridging
oxygen atoms (BO). However, the presence of network modifiers varies the glass structure
by the conversion of bridging oxygen atoms, with the predominant covalent character of
the bond, into non-bridging oxygen atoms (NBO), with the predominant ionic character of
Si–O–M+ (where M+ is a modifier cation) [11]. Network modifiers are, generally, the oxides
of alkali or alkaline-earth metals, such as sodium, calcium, or strontium [12,13]. Finally,
intermediate ions, such as Mg, Zn, Co, and Ni ions may reduce the tendency of the glass to
crystallize, improving the bioactivity of the glass. However, it is difficult to predict their
behavior because they can act like network modifiers or, if they enter the backbone of the
glass structure, they can act more like network formers [14]. In any case, in order to ensure
good bioactivity of the glass, the Si–O–Si/Si–O–NBO ratio should be ~1 [15].

A glass-ceramic is a glass containing micro- and nanocrystalline phases. There is no nor-
mative that determines the type of composition definable as glass-ceramic. Ravaglioli et al. [16]
defined glass-ceramics as a glass that contains 1% to 80% (v/v) of crystalline phases. In the
development of bioactive glasses, it has been demonstrated that bioactive glass, with com-
position suitable to obtain glass-ceramic, if annealed to create crystalline phases, can retain
its bioactivity [17]. This was an important discovery in the improvement of the mechanical
properties of bioactive glass. Various compositions based on silicate glass-ceramics have
been since developed.

The reaction mechanism that characterizes the bioactivity of these materials is different
for each kind of bioceramics; however, all of them have in common the ions exchange
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between the material surfaces and the extracellular matrix, the adhesion of proteins and
cells, the formation of a biological hydroxyapatite layer, and thus the osteointegration.

The features and properties of the deposited films depend on both the chosen bio-
ceramics and the deposition technique. A wide range of bioceramics—from calcium
phosphates to bioactive glass and glass-ceramics—are eligible.

The manufacture of high-quality coating is a complex issue; therefore, careful attention
has to be paid to the optimization of the deposition parameters to ensure chemical and
structural stability of the coating. The choice of material and deposition technique should
be a balance of the most critical characteristics, collected below:

• Crystallinity: The presence of amorphous phases, which exhibit higher solubility in
an aqueous medium, is desirable to accelerate bone formation. However, a too high
dissolution rate compromises stability and increases the risk of failure. Consequently,
crystalline phases are necessary to ensure term stability of the implant in clinical
use [18]. Therefore, to prepare implants with predictable properties, it is necessary to
design and control the crystallinity and purity of the coatings.

• Surface topography: The denser the microstructure of the coating is, less is its cracking
or degradation. However, rough, textured, and porous surfaces could stimulate cell
attachment and formation of an extra-cellular matrix. In particular, the combination
of sub-microscale surface roughness, with microscale and nanoscale features, can
stimulate both the adhesion of proteins involved in the regulation of osteoblast pro-
liferation, and the adhesion and differentiation of cells [19,20]. Optimum coating
porosity and roughness are important for in-growth of bone cells; conversely, the
accumulation of macropores at the substrate/coating interface leads to a weakening
of the coating adhesion.

• Mechanical properties: Good adhesion, high hardness, and high toughness are neces-
sary to decrease residues generated during the functional loadings, which can be dan-
gerous for the organism, and to prevent mechanical failures under load conditions [21].

Numerous techniques have been proposed to deposit bioactive films; they can be
grouped into “wet methods”, such as sol-gel [22,23], electrophoretic deposition [24], elec-
trochemical deposition [25], and plasma-assisted methods.

Among the physical deposition methods, Plasma Spray (PS) is the only method
accepted to deposit HA films suitable for clinical trials [26,27]. In spray techniques, melted
material is directed at a high speed on a surface where the melted particles rapidly solidify.
PS is a low cost, high deposition rate technique, but it presents some problems, such as
alteration in the HA structure, poor adhesion between coatings and metallic substrates due
to the presence of tensile stress, and the tendency to crack and form debris [3,28].

Among alternative physical deposition techniques, Ion Beam Assisted Deposition
(IBAD), Radio Frequency Magnetron Sputtering (RF-MS), and Pulsed Laser Deposition
(PLD) are frequently proposed to create biocompatible films with interesting morphological
and mechanical properties that can overcome the limits of PS-coated implants. The IBAD
process is based on the combination of ion bombardment and physical vapor deposition
with the presence of a specific energy ion beam directed at the substrate surface during
the deposition. Bioactive films deposited by IBAD have high adhesion strength, since ion
bombardment result in an atomic intermixed zone between the coating and the substrate
surface [29–31], whereas the films’ crystallinity can be controlled by manipulating the
substrate temperature during deposition. The formation of cracks in the deposited films
were observed for the heat-treated samples due to the thermal expansion mismatch between
the coated layer and the metal substrate [31]. RF-MS allows to coat implantable devices
with films of uniform thickness [32]. Its deposition rate is strongly influenced by the target
density and crystallinity, as was demonstrated during the deposition of Sr and Mg-doped
β-TCP [33]. With regard to the coatings’ morphology, rough and smooth films can grow on
the same substrate by varying the deposition parameters [34].

PLD is considered a very flexible technique since, with this method, it is possible
to ablate targets with complex stoichiometry and obtain films with controlled thickness,
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composition, texture, and morphology by varying several deposition parameters. Calcium
phosphate-based coatings obtained by PLD present good mechanical performance, such as
adhesion strength and hardness and, compared to RF-MS films, a rougher surface. All these
properties could be beneficial in improving the films’ bioactivity [35]. One of the advantages
of PLD is the possibility to deposit doped HA films from a target obtained by the mixing
of HA and metals or salt of the selected elements [36–38] in an eco-sustainable strategy
that allows to avoid the high temperatures required with the wet synthetic approach.
More recently, composite HA/biomolecules coatings were obtained by Matrix Assisted
Pulsed Laser Evaporation (MAPLE), a “softer” ablation method that allows to deposit
thin films, preserving the integrity of the biomolecules. HA films obtained by PLD have
superior properties in terms of Ca/P ratio and morphology, but MAPLE is a very useful
deposition method to tune HA surface with specific functionalities, immobilizing organic
or bio-organic molecules and obtaining implants able to locally deliver drugs [39,40].

The typical advantages and limitations of the most frequently proposed deposition
methods are reported in some reviews [3,28,34] and provided in Table 1.

Table 1. The most frequently used plasma-assisted deposition techniques to deposit bioactive ceramic films.

Deposition Technique Advantages Drawbacks Ref.

PS Low cost, high deposition rate

Poor adhesion, tendency to form cracks
and debris, hard control of phase

composition and surface morphology,
delamination during implantation

[3,26–28,34]

RF-MS Uniform thickness, controllable
surface roughness Low deposition rate, expensive [3,28,32–34]

IBAD High adhesion, homogeneus coatings Cracks, expensive [3,28–31,34]

MAPLE
Deposition of hybrid and thermal

sensitive materials, accurate control of
thickness, uniform coatings

Line of sight technique, low deposition rate [39,40]

PLD

Films with complex stoichiometry,
good adhesion and mechanical

properties, controllable crystallinity,
surface roughness and thickness

Low deposition rate, possibility of
splashing or particles deposition [3,28,34–38]

The aim of the current review is to have a bird’s eye view on the state of the art of the
fabrication of ion-substituted HA, BG, and BGC thin films. We have considered studies
that report the deposition of bioactive films using the PLD technique, only. In recent years,
the possibility to use biogenic sources to obtain calcium phosphate materials has been
proposed by many authors, due to the similarity of these sources with hard tissues in terms
of composition and crystallinity. However, we decided to not consider these studies in
this paper since a review reporting recent advances in the deposition of biogenic HA was
recently published [41].

2. Nanosecond PLD: Laser Ablation and Film Growth

Pulsed laser ablation is based on the interaction between a pulsed laser beam and
the surface of solid target material. The ablation mechanism is strongly affected by laser
pulse duration. Laser sources in the fs-ps time regime have been proposed for the ablation
and deposition of oxides, carbides, and borides [42] whereas ceramics and glass ceramics
bioactive films have been deposited only by nanosecond laser sources, to the best of our
knowledge. During the interaction with a nanosecond laser, the target material absorbs the
laser photon and in few ps, the energy is transferred to the electronic system directly, if
the material is metallic, or to the lattice in non-metallic systems. The absorption process
is followed by the thermal diffusion process, which leads to vaporization and plasma
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formation during pulse time [43]. The laser-induced plasma is highly ionized, electrically
neuter, and composed of atoms, molecules, ions, electrons, and clusters.

The heating of the target begins within the penetration depth of the material and
is fast and strong [44]. This suggests that all target components evaporate at the same
time, irrespective of their binding energy. As a matter of fact, the congruent evaporation
of a multi-elemental target occurs only if the thermal diffusion length, depending on
the thermal diffusion constant of the target and the laser pulse duration, is higher than
the penetration depth. Consequently, laser-matter interaction is a very complex process,
strongly dependent on pulse duration, laser wavelength and energy, and physic-chemical
properties of the target material.

Following the well-known model of Miotello and Kelly [45,46], the interaction of a
nanosecond pulsed laser beam with a material can be described by phase explosion, where
superheated liquid undergoes a transition to a mixture of vapour and liquid droplets. When
the target material has a large optical penetration depth (as ceramics), the fragmentation
mechanism, as proposed by Perez [47], also has to be considered.

During the ablation in ns regime, the plasma interacts with the laser beam, mainly
by inverse Bremsstrahlung [43,44,48]. The expansion of the plasma in vacuum is approx-
imately adiabatic [43] and considered an ellipsoid [49]. In fact, the plasma expands in
the three spatial directions, but preferentially along the direction perpendicular to the
target surface, because there is a strong difference in pressure gradients in the axial and
radial directions. The plume expansion dynamic in vacuum was extensively investigated
by Anisimov et al. [49]. They considered the plume expansion similar to the expansion
of an elliptical, neutral gas cloud. At the beginning of the expansion, the plume energy
was considered purely thermal, and progressively transformed into kinetic energy dur-
ing the expansion. When all the initial thermal energy is transferred to kinetic energy
of the ablated species, free-plume expansion stage is reached, therefore, the plume front
dynamics becomes linear with respect to time, reaching a maximum, asymptotic expansion
velocity, typically in order of 106 cm/s [49]. These models describe pretty well the angular
distribution of the ablated material, which can be fitted to a cosn(θ) [4], where n takes into
account the anisotropy of the plasma distribution.

The first species of the plume, which arrive on the substrate surface after the first laser
pulse, nucleate in subcritical clusters. These clusters dissociate in mobile species, which
can nucleate in new clusters of different sizes. After the following pulse, the same process
reoccurs and the only difference is that some of the incoming mobile species can join the
clusters nucleated in the previous pulse. This process repeats for each laser pulse.

During the film’s growth, several parameters affect its structure and morphology.
Usually, a film deposited by nanosecond PLD is characterized by particulates embedded in
the film; however, by tuning of the substrate-target distance, substrate temperature, laser
fluence, and pressure in the ablation chamber, it is possible to control the particle size, or
even avoid their presence on the film surface if a flat surface is required. Since film coating
hard tissue implants require a rough surface, nano- and micron-size particles benefit the
performances of the implant [19,20].

Since there are three main mechanisms of particulate production, strongly depen-
dent on the target material and its near-surface morphology (condensation from vapour
phase, target fragmentation and droplet ejection), particles that originated from different
mechanisms can coexist in the same film [50].

Ultrafine particles originate by vapour phase (or gas-phase) condensation. Their
dimension can be controlled by gas ambient pressure. In a typical PLD experiment, the
target-substrate distance is of few cm; therefore, in the presence of an ambient gas, the
vapour species in the plasma can collide several times with the gas molecules. Before their
arrival on the substrate, the collisions can cause the nucleation and growth of the vapour
plasma components in different sized particles. Therefore, particle dimension grows with
the ambient gas pressure. On the contrary, by depositing in high vacuum condition, smaller
particles are obtained and their distribution size is narrower [50].
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Target fragmentation is more probable during the ablation of rough target surfaces,
where the exposure of cracks and poorly attached particles to an intense laser beam causes
the formation of crater edges, columnar structures, and deep voids. Any mechanical
weakness can be easily dislodged. If these fragments are melted in the plasma, mainly
owing to the interaction with the laser pulse, they will deposit as circularly shaped particles;
otherwise, they will arrive on the growing film as irregularly shaped fragments [50]. Clearly,
the presence of the debris is usually detrimental, since their adhesion on the substrate is
poor and their shape is not controllable.

The ejection of liquid droplets occurs when the molten layer of the target is super-
heated, the metastable superheated liquid cannot sustain the tensile forces, vapour bubbles
are created and grow in order to extract heat, and the explosive boiling (or phase explosion)
of molten material from the target takes place [50].

In Figure 1, a typical schematic representation of a PLD set-up is shown. PLD is
carried out in a vacuum chamber, where a nanosecond pulsed laser is focused on the target,
which is continuously rotated in order to avoid piercing and to improve the morphology
of the deposited film. Usually, the substrate is positioned in front of the target and a
substrate heater can be present to allow the films to grow at a temperature higher than
room temperature. A gas inlet is present when a gas buffer is used during the deposition
experiments. Additional optical elements are used in order to characterize the ablation
mechanism to study the laser-induced plasma expansion by emission spectroscopy or
imaging techniques.
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3. PLD of Ion Doped HA Films
3.1. Nanosecond Ablation and Deposition of HA Films

In the early 1990s, the possibility to use PLD to deposit stoichiometric HA films
was investigated. The first study was by Cotell et al. [51]. Since then, many authors
have investigated the effects of temperature and pressure conditions on the crystalline
phase and composition of the deposited calcium phosphate films. It was immediately
known that films obtained by the ablation of the crystalline HA target with nanosecond
UV laser sources in vacuum atmosphere are amorphous, irrespective of the substrate
temperature. Under the same temperature conditions, the presence of a buffer gas allows
to obtain crystalline calcium phosphate films, but it is possible to obtain crystalline HA
films only in the presence of water pressure [52]. The versatility of the PLD technique
was clearly highlighted, since by varying the pressure conditions and the gas reactivity,
different calcium phosphate phases were deposited, with different biological behavior.
Sing et al. [53] studied the ablation of HA in the 50–500 mbar range of water pressure and
proposed that the buffer gas can aid the formation of crystalline films, reducing the kinetic
energy of the ablated species and preventing the evaporation of the volatile phosphorous
from the deposited film. The absence of water vapor gets to the formation of tetracalcium
phosphate and/or TCP phases, instead of the hydrated HA, without any effect on the
film stoichiometry. In fact, Arias et al. [54] observed that the water, present as vapor
in the deposition chamber, ensures the OH− groups incorporated in the apatite phase.
Careful attention has to be paid to the choice of operative conditions since the CO3

2− and
HPO4

2− groups replace the PO4
3−groups at low and high pressure, respectively, resulting

in films with worse crystallinity. Solla et al. [55] proposed that the use of RF during the
deposition process could be beneficial for the film crystallinity, reducing the carbonate
amount. Usually, film deposition is carried out in the presence of the oxidizing gas and the
titanium substrate is heated at a temperature above 400 ◦C. Under these conditions, the HA
film grows onto an oxidized titanium surface, whose presence decreases the adherence of
the HA crystalline coating. To improve the mechanical properties of the bioactive coating,
Nelea et al. [56] deposited a ceramic (TiN, ZrO2 or Al2O3) buffer layer on the surface of
the titanium alloy substrate to prevent the titanium diffusion onto the calcium phosphate
deposit during post annealing treatments. It was widely reported that by operating at low
fluence (in the 0.3–2 J/cm2 range), the stoichiometric transfer of HA to the coating was not
possible due to the decomposition or preferential ablation of some of its components. In
fact, when the HA target is ablated at low fluence, its incongruent melting is possible with
losing of the CO3

2− groups and enrichment of the target surface with CaO species [57].
To deposit films with controlled crystallinity, composition, morphology, and stability

under physiological conditions, it is essential to address the ablation mechanism and
the effect of the experimental parameters on film growth. Since the early 1990s, laser-
induced plasma obtained during HA ablation has been studied by CCD imaging and
optical emission spectroscopy methods.

The mechanisms of nanosecond ablation and deposition of HA were first investigated
by Baeri et al. [58]. They used a ruby laser (λ = 694 nm) operating at fluence ranging from
0.01–1 J/cm2 and observed that two different ablation mechanisms were effective, resulting
in the peaked distribution of micron-sized particles above a more angularly dispersed
film, whose origin could be the evaporation process. Their hypothesis was confirmed by
Serra et al. [59], who studied the dynamics of the ablation of the HA target by an ArF
laser (λ = 193 nm, τ = 23 ns) in high vacuum (5 × 10−5 mbar) and in water pressure in
the range of 0.01–1 mbar. They acquired the images of the laser-induced plasma by a fast
intensified CCD and evaluated its front velocity of 2.3 × 106 cm/s for ablation in vacuum.
Under this condition, the plasma was found to have a typical plume shape and a second
slower emission was observed. The authors proposed that the second emission was due
to the gas-phase segregation effect, whereas a lighter gas was present in the first plasma.
The confinement effect of the background water gas modifies the form of the expanding
plume, which assumes a spherical front with pressure of 0.1 mbar and an irregular shape
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at 1 mbar. In this case, the irregularities disappear after about 20 µs when the plume
stops assuming a spherical shape. The less-oriented shape of the emitted plasma in the
presence of the ambient gas results in a more uniform coating thickness [60]. A third
delayed emission of hot particles travelling at a velocity of 104 cm/s can be observed by
using a higher wavelength nanosecond laser source (KrF, λ = 248 nm, τ = 30 ns). This
difference is reflected in the film morphology—HA films obtained by ArF ablation have
a lower density of droplets with respect to films deposited by the KrF laser source [61].
Optical emission spectroscopy allows to recognize that faster emission is composed of
atoms and ions: the CaI and CaII species are the most abundant with a predominance of
CaII at fluence of 4.8 J/cm2, whereas P and O are present as neutral. Molecular species
(calcium oxides) are present in the second emission. Molecules are not directly released
from the target, but probably synthesized in the first stage of the plasma expansion with
the catalytic effect of the target surface [62,63]. Similar results were obtained by using lasers
with different wavelengths. Agop et al. [64] studied the plasma emission of HA ablated by
a Nd:YAG laser source (λ = 532 nm) and registered three components in the CCD images of
the induced plasma. The electronic temperature, evaluated by the Boltzmann plot method
build on the CaI and CaII emission lines, revealed the heterogeneity in the distribution of
the internal energy of the plasma.

Considering the various experimental parameters that affect the ablation mechanism and,
consequently, the physical chemical properties of the deposited films, Nishikawa et al. [65]
studied the effect of the laser spot size on the Ca/P ratio, a factor that is critical to govern
the calcium phosphate solubility in biological media. They observed that by increasing the
size of the laser spot, coatings with Ca/P ratio similar to the theoretical Ca/P ratio for HA
were obtained. Their results appear controversial, since they obtained positive or negative
dependence of Ca/P with respect to the spot size, varying the pressure, temperature,
and substrates used during the deposition experiments. Moreover, they evaluated the
Ca/P ratio by XPS, a technique that is sensitive only to the first few nanometers of the
coating. However, their study clearly demonstrates that the uniformity of the spatial energy
distribution of the laser pulse is a factor that has to be considered to prepare stoichiometric
HA films.

The effect of laser fluence on the properties of calcium phosphate coatings were
investigated by Tri et al. [66], considering HA ablation with a KrF excimer laser and
fluencies in the 2.4–29 J/cm2 range. They observed that at higher fluence, it was possible
to deposit crystalline HA films in vacuum and explain their results, considering that
at these fluencies, the high pressure of the plasma can partially suppress P and H2O
evaporation, preserving the target composition. Moreover, at a high fluence, the ablated
species have enough energy to migrate to the position with high bonding energy, leading
to the formation of crystalline HA. Crystalline HA coatings were also obtained, depositing
at room temperature and in vacuum with the Nd:YAG laser source (λ = 532 nm) at a
fluence of 30 J/cm2. With the use of low absorbance, the high fluence laser source gets to
the expulsion of particulate with high kinetic energy and guarantees the formation of a
crystalline, dense, and well-adherent coating at room temperature, opening the possibility
to deposit on thermal-sensitive substrates [67]. Studying the first step of film growth
by TEM microscopy, Checca et al. [68] investigated the effects of laser wavelength and
fluence on the morphology and composition of HA films deposited with IR and visible
nanosecond laser sources at high fluencies (in the 12.7–76 J/cm2 range) and related these
parameters with the ablation mechanism (Figure 2). They observed that the deposited
films were formed by different structures, whose abundance and properties are dependent
on the HA absorption at the laser wavelength. In particular, since green laser is less
absorbed with respect to IR, during the ablation with green lasers, the explosion regime is
more important, whereas with IR lasers, the coherent ion ablation prevails. Irrespective
of the laser wavelength, they observed that CaP films were formed by an amorphous
unstructured layer with nanoparticles grown over the films. This layer is denser and
thicker when the IR source is used. Overlapping this layer, the authors observed spherical
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particles, with the Ca/P ratio smaller than that of the target, ring-shaped particles with
Ca/P ratio higher than that of the target, and large HA crystals. They considered that HA
crystals are ejected from the target and ring-shaped structures are liquid droplets generated
during the phase explosion regime, mainly with the green laser. Since phosphorus has
a lower boiling temperature with respect to calcium, the droplets arrive on the substrate
enriched with calcium. On the other hand, the observed spherical particles nucleate and
grow in a dense gas phase enriched with phosphorus, as their composition confirms.
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In addition, the target properties, especially its density, determine morphology and
composition of deposited films, were studied. Bao et al. [69] used HA target sintered at
temperature ranging from RT to 1200 ◦C and observed that on increasing target density,
the density of droplets on the films surface decreases. This effect has a role in film com-
position since droplets retain target stoichiometry, whereas films, mainly formed by gas
condensation, suffer phosphorus depletion.

Guillot et al. [70] investigated the role of target optical absorpivity at the laser wave-
length on the film morphology. They considered the ablation of pure HA and Mn-doped
HA and observed that on increasing the target absorpivity, films with lower density of
droplets were deposited. They related film morphology with the mechanism of laser
ablation, observing that the plasma obtained by the ablation of the doped target had higher
temperature and electronic density. The higher target optical absorption allows to produce
a higher quantity of evaporated material, reflecting a smoother film morphology.

3.2. Substituted HA

Due to its structure, HA is able to host many metallic cations that can substitute Ca2+

ions, whereas anions such as F− and CO3
2−, can replace OH− and PO3

4− ions, respectively.
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In particular, the presence of carbonated groups can be beneficial for HA solubility and
bioactivity and many authors used carbonated HA as targets for PLD deposition [71].
Rau et al. [72] demonstrated that carbonated HA films are thermally stable and present
improved nanohardness with respect to the target material. However, the partial phosphate
substitution with carbonate is very frequent during laser deposition of calcium phosphate
films due to the residual carbon dioxide present in the deposition environment or due
to the exposition of the obtained films to atmosphere; we do not consider carbonate as a
doping ion in our review.

• Mg

Magnesium is an essential element for living organisms; its deficiency causes the
cessation of bone growth and generates bone fragility. Doping calcium phosphate materials
with magnesium improves phosphate crystallization, modifying its dissolution rate in
biological media [73]. Mróz et al. [74,75] studied the deposition of Mg-doped HA films
obtained with an excimer laser source operating at λ = 193 nm and with a fluence of 7 J/cm2.
The depositions were carried out in water pressure, the substrate temperature was set at
600 ◦C, and 3 µm thick films were obtained. They demonstrated that 0.6% of Mg can be
incorporated in an HA structure and by comparing the XRD spectra of Mg-doped deposits
with undoped HA films obtained under the same experimental conditions, the effect of
Mg on the crystallinity of coatings is clearly seen. The ability of the PLD technique to
coat porous scaffolds was useful to deposit Mg HA films on 3D structured titanium-based
implants that were tested in vivo in rabbit femurs [76]. Mg-doped calcium phosphate films
were deposited at room temperature onto polymeric scaffolds [77], evidencing the higher
activity of osteogenic differentiation markers with respect to both the uncoated scaffold
and the undoped CaP-coated scaffold.

• F

In partially fluorinated apatite (FHA) and fluoroapatite (FA) F−substitutes OH−ions,
modifying the HA crystal lattice in FA has higher symmetry. F−substitution improves HA
stability in body fluids, confers higher thermal stability, has a positive influence against
osteoporosis, and promotes mineralization and crystallization of calcium phosphate during
bone formation [78]. Ferro et al. [79] first studied the PLD deposition of FHA at room
temperature with a Nd:YAG laser source operating at 532 nm and with a fluence of 12 J/cm2.
The films obtained were mainly amorphous with the presence of the calcium phosphate
(Ca(PO3)2) phase, The mean fluorine amount in the target was evaluated with 0.74 wt.% and
target composition was well reproduced in films that had 0.54 wt % of fluorine, confirming
the ability of the PLD technique to deposit films that retain the target stoichiometry [79].
The optimal conditions to obtain crystalline FHA films with KrF laser (λ = 248 nm) and
with a pressure of 5 × 10−4 mbar of N2 were studied by Rau et al. [80], varying in fluence
and substrate temperature. They observed that films deposited at 2 J/cm2 and 500–600 ◦C
retain the target phase and composition. Irrespective of the laser source, fluence, and
substrate temperature, FHA films show improved hardness with respect to the target
materials. Fluorine-doped HA films (F ≤ 1%) were deposited with a 1024 nm laser source
by Cao et al. [81]. They ablated a target obtained by mixing HA and CaF2 and studied the
bioactivity and biocompatibility of the as-deposited and annealed (500 ◦C) films, comparing
their behavior with undoped HA films obtained under the same experimental conditions.
The beneficial effect of F doping on bioactivity was studied considering the formation of
nanocrystalline HA during soaking in SBF solutions. Nanoflower and sponge-like HA
structures were found on the FHA films, whereas the surface of the HA coatings did not
see significant modifications in morphology after seven days of SBF soaking. The authors
observed that fluorine was almost retained in FHA coating, confirming the positive role of
the ion in the bone mineralization process. The cell compatibility of the coatings was tested
in vitro, observing the proliferation of BMS cells. Hashimoto et al. [82] observed that FHA
films deposited by a KrF laser and annealed at 450 ◦C exhibit higher HMSC cell attachment,
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compared with HA films deposited under the same conditions. Animal experiments and
clinical studies to validate the material’s performances in vivo have not been reported.

The combination of the beneficial effects of Mg and F substitutions in HA was investi-
gated by depositing layered FHA and MgHA onto a titanium surface [83]. The Mg-doped
layer gets to a high dissolution rate in the physiological medium and the lower F-doped
layer provides for the hardness of the coating, resulting in a three-dimensional porous
structure that could accelerate the apatite formation and induce cell proliferation.

• Sr

Strontium is present in the mineral phase of bones. It has been reported that in vitro,
it increases the number of osteoblasts and reduces the activity of osteoclasts and in vivo it
inhibits bone resorption and improves bone formation [84,85]. Strontium can replace cal-
cium in the HA structure for the whole range of compositions, inducing a linear variation
in the lattice constants. HA powder doped with different amounts of Sr was synthesized
by the wet method and used to deposit thin films by nanosecond PLD using well-known
deposition conditions operating at low fluence and with an excimer laser source by Ca-
puccini et al. [85]. The authors obtained films with a composition close to the target and
with a homogeneous Sr distribution. The positive effect of Sr on osteoblast cell adhesion
and activity was proved by comparing coatings with different Sr content. Pereiro et al. [86]
deposited films by using a target obtained by mixing HA and Sr(CO3)2, showing that in the
deposited films, Sr ions replace Ca2+ without any negative effect on the films’ crystallinity.
The biocompatibility of SrHA films was studied by De Bonis et al. [87] using dental pulp
stem cells (DPSCs). Amorphous SrHA films were deposited at room temperature with
a Nd:YAG laser source operating at a fluence of 12 J/cm2, where carbonate ions were
accommodated in HA surface substituting hydroxyl and phosphate groups, as shown
by XPS characterization. Increasing the deposition temperature, the crystallinity of the
target was recovered, and films surface roughness and hardness increased, whereas the
bioactivity and biocompatibility of the films were confirmed regardless of the deposition
temperature.

• Si

Among the ions normally present in natural HA, Si plays a pivotal role in the early
stage of mineralization and its deficit can be related to osteoporosis. It was demonstrated
that Si increases osteoblast cells’ activity, decreasing bone opposition to the artificial im-
plants. PLD deposition of SiHA films with excimer laser and in water pressure was
reported by Solla et al. [36,88]. They used targets prepared by mixing carbonated HA and
a different source of silicon: synthetic SiO2, biological source of SiO2 (diatomaceous earth)
and silicon powder (in the range 2.5%–10%). Irrespective of the silicon source, the authors
demonstrated that Si incorporation provokes diminution of the crystallinity of the films.
The study of the composition of the films surface by XPS analysis allows to state that Si
was present in the films as silicate groups, substituting the carbonate groups of HA instead
of the phosphate ones [89]. They tested the adhesion and proliferation of osteoblast cells
on the obtained SiHA films and proved the absence of toxicity of coatings obtained from
targets with 7.5 at.% of Si. The presence of other minority ions improve the biological
performances of Si-substituted HA [90]. Since it was reported that Si can be incorporated in
HA lattice for amounts lower that 1.6% preserving its crystallinity, Rau et al. used targets
with 1.4% of Si prepared by wet synthesis [91]. They obtained crystalline films deposition
at 600 ◦C, at low fluence (2 J/cm2), and at pressure of 5 × 10−2 Pa of N2; however, due to
the incongruent melting of HA, the formation of the CaO phase occurs and films present
higher Ca/P ratio than the target. In a successive study, the same authors investigated the
mechanical properties of SiHA films deposited by heating the substrate at a temperature
of 400–750 ◦C. They observed the improving of the microhardness of the coating with
the increasing of the deposition temperature, but at higher temperatures, the formation
of CaTiO3 phase take place. The authors concluded that the optimal temperature range
to deposit SiHA films is 400–600 ◦C, with the possibility to obtain coatings with tunable
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surface roughness and mechanical properties. The bioactivity ability of SiHA was proved
by soaking the films deposited onto titanium substrates in α-MEM solution [92].

The combination of the beneficial effects of Sr and silicate substitutions in HA was
investigated by depositing films with different Sr/Si content [93]. The deposited films,
with the usual globular morphology and accurate preservation of the targets composition,
allow the healthy proliferation of hBMS cells.

• Ag

Silver exhibits strong toxicity with respect to a wide range of micro-organisms and the
antibacterial activity of silver doped materials is related to the amount of Ag+ ions released.
Its antibacterial activity makes Ag a relevant element to improve the properties of HA
coatings, supporting the inhibition of bacterial colonization on the surface of implants, and
imparting strength and toughness to the coatings [94]. Considering AgHA films deposited
by PLD with an excimer laser, no difference in antibacterial activity of amorphous and
crystalline coatings was observed [95]. Antibacterial activity close to 100% with respect to
Eschirichia coli bacteria was reported for films with 1.2% of Ag obtained with the ablation
of metallic Ag and HA targets, alternatively. AgHA target prepared by the sol-gel method
was used for PLD deposition by Sygnatowicz et al. [96]. The target has a multiphase
composition with silver cluster of about 100 nm, but only the HA phase was observed
in films annealed at 600 ◦C. Amorphous and crystalline films have different stability in
solution, as expected. Recently the use of magnesium alloys as implants was proposed.
In fact, these biodegradable materials dissolve in vivo during the healing process and
do not require additional surgery. Silver coating or doping of magnesium implants is
not a suitable strategy since Ag and Mg will form a galvanic pair with high corrosion
rate in biological media. The laser deposition of TCP doped with different amount of Ag
was proposed by Kotoka et al. [97] to protect biodegradable implants from corrosion in
biological media, preserving the well-known antibacterial activity of Ag. They proved that
corrosion resistance increases with a rise in the amount of dopant up to 5%—with higher
Ag content, corrosion resistance decreases.

• Mn

Mn2+ increases the ligand binding affinity of integrin and activates cell adhesion. The
first study that reported the deposition of Mn-doped HA films is by Gyorgy et al. [71].
Depositing with and excimer laser in O2 pressure on Ti substrates, they obtained films with
a granular morphology. TEM cross-section images of the grown films show a granular
and compact structure [98]. The films present improved fibroblast (L929) and osteoblast
(hFOB1.19) cell response with respect to the Ti’s bare surface, suggesting that MnHA films
on metallic Ti implants should provoke a faster integration with the bone tissues. It is
known that crystalline HA has lower bioactivity and lower ALP activity with respect to low
crystalline calcium phosphate materials. Bigi et al. [99] demonstrated that the beneficial
effect of Mn ions for promoting and triggering cell proliferization can counterbalance the
effect of HA crystallinity. With PLD, the authors were able to deposit crystalline Mn-doped
HA films with good mechanical and biological properties.

• Fe

Among the various vicarious elements, Fe is one of the most interesting, due to its
no-cytotoxicity to osteoblast and intrinsic magnetic properties, which allow to produce
biomedical materials suitable for magnetic stimulation in situ. Rau et al. [37] deposited
Fe–HA crystalline films by PLD with a Nd:YAG laser source operating at 532 nm in vacuum
atmosphere with high fluence and at a substrate temperature of 600 ◦C. The films had good
mechanical properties in terms of nanohardness and a typical morphology of nanosecond
deposited coatings, characterized by a compact and irregular structure. The magnetic
properties of PLD-deposited Fe–HA films were studied by Curcio et al. [100]. In their study,
the authors prepared Fe-based nanoparticles by laser ablation of a metallic Fe target in
water. The obtained nanoparticles were mixed with HA powder to prepare targets used
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for PLD experiments. Films deposited at 500 ◦C were composed of HA and magnetite
phases, irrespective of the oxidation state of the used Fe nanoparticles due to the oxidizing
effect of laser-induced plasma during the ablation experiment. The iron oxidization was
advantageous since magnetite is the preferred one among iron oxides for biomedical
applications, thanks to its higher magnetization and susceptibility and the absence of
cytotoxic effects. The superparamagnetic behavior of the deposited films was tested.

Fe-doped OCP was deposited on biodegradable Mg–Ca alloys by Antoniac et al. [101].
The authors demonstrated that iron doping improves the corrosion resistance of the al-
loy with respect to undoped OCP coatings, probably due to the modified structure and
morphology of the doped coating (Figure 3).

• Other elements

There are many studies considering the laser deposition of doped HA with elements
that give functional properties to the coatings. PLD is a very affordable technique, since it
allows the stoichiometric transfer of target composition to the films. Among the doping
elements, the incorporation of selenium in HA coatings was exploited by Rodriguez-
Valencia et al. [38]. In a pioneering study, the authors mixed HA and Se powder at different
ratios and verified that Se is present in the HA lattice as SeO3

2− displacing CO3
2− groups.

They varied the Se amount in the coating with a fine control by varying the target com-
position. Coatings obtained with the lower Se percentage (0.6%) showed the absence of
cytotoxicity on pre-osteoclastic MC3T3-E1 cells and evidenced their effectiveness to inhibit
bacterial growth (P. aeruginosa and S. aureus), but the Se activity as antioxidant in the cells
was not proved. The targets obtained by mixing HA with copper oxide and zinc oxide,
respectively, were used by Hidalgo-Robatto et al. [102] to deposit films with antibacterial
activity. They demonstrated that both Cu and Zn can be incorporate into the HA lattice,
substituting Ca2+ and inducing a deformation of the crystal that is more important when
the doping ion is Cu. The possibility that doping ions are present in interstices of the
network was not excluded.

Ahmed et al. [103] deposited AuCHA films on the surface of porous alumina scaffold.
They observed an increase in surface roughness (evaluated by AFM measurements) with
rise in Au amount and suggested that this effect could be related to the lower crystallinity
of the target with the higher dopant amount. The increased surface roughness is beneficial
for the biocompatibility of the coatings with HFB4 cells that proliferate through the coated
scaffold as a function of Au amount.

Metal oxides can be added to HA with the aim to improve its mechanical properties.
Gyorgy et al. [104] observed that films of HA doped with ZrO2 exhibit lower crystallinity
with respect to undoped HA films deposited by PLD under the same experimental condi-
tions (laser source, fluence, and water pressure). However, ZrO2 seems to have a negative
effect on the coating biocompatibility; in fact, the number of Hek293 cells’ adherence was
lower for the doped HA with respect to the undoped.

The reviewed literature reporting PLD of ion-doped HA is given in Table 2.
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Figure 3. SEM images of coated and uncoated Mg–Ca alloys after the electrochemical tests: Mg–Ca
alloy (a) 100 µm, crater-like formation on Mg–Ca alloy(b) 10 µm. TCP coated Mg–Ca: S1 (Tsub-
strate = RT; Npulse = 12.000), S2 (Tsubstrate = 300 ◦C; Npulse = 12.000), Fe-TCP coated Mg–Ca
S3 (Tsubstrate = RT; Npulse = 6.000) and S4 (Tsubstrate = 300 ◦C; Npulse = 6.000). All films were
deposited with a ns laser source operating at λ = 355 nm, φ = 2 J·cm−2, d = 4 cm. In S1, S2, S3 and
S4 images the scale bar is 100 µm. Reproduced with permission from [101], copyright from 2020
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
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Table 2. Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) experimental details and properties of films of substituted HA.

Doping Element (s) Laser Source Deposition Conditions Substrate Properties Ref.

Mg
193 nm, 20 ns, 50 Hz 7 J/cm2, 600 ◦C, 35 Pa air pressure Ti6Al4V Improved crystallinity [74]

193 nm, 20 ns 7 J/cm2, 450 ◦C, 30 Pa water pressure Ti6Al4V Osteogenic differentiation [75]

193 nm, 20 ns, 50 Hz 2 J/cm2, RT, 3.2 × 10−2 mbar
water pressure PLC scaffold Osteogenic

differentiaition [77]

F

532 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz 12 J/cm2, RT, 1 × 10−4 Pa Ti Hardness [79]

284 nm, 17 ns, 5 Hz 2–7 J/cm2, 400–600 ◦C,
5 × 10−4 mbar N2

Ti
Polycrystalline films with

improved
mechanical properties

[80]

248 nm, 20 ns, 10 Hz 1 J/cm2, RT, 1 Pa water pressure,
post annealing

Ti Dissolution resistance,
HMS cells adhesion [82]

1024 nm, 18 ns Post annealing Ti In vitrobioactivity, BMS
cells adhesion [81]

Sr

248 nm, 7 ns 2 J/cm2, 400 ◦C, 50 Pa water pressure Ti Osteoblast cells adhesion
and activity [85]

193 nm, 10 Hz 3.2 J/cm2, 460 ◦C, 45 Pa
water pressure Ti, Si Incorporation of Sr in the

HA lattice [86]

532 nm, 7 ns, 10 Hz 12 J/cm2, Rt-500 ◦C, 1 × 10−4 Pa Ti DPS cells adhesion [87]

Si

193 nm, 10 Hz 460 ◦C, 0.45 mbar water pressure Ti, Si
Diminution of films

crystallinity with
increasing of Si content

[36,88]

193 nm, 10 Hz 460 ◦C, 0.45 mbar water pressure Ti
Adhesion and
proliferation of
osteoblast cells

[90]

248 nm, 17 ns, 5 Hz 2 J/cm2, 600 ◦C, 5 × 10−2 mbar N2 Ti In vitrobioactivity [91,92]

Ag

248 nm, 20 ns, 10 Hz 2 J/cm2, RT-600 ◦C, 40 Pa
water pressure

Ti, fused silica,
Si Antibacterial activity [95]

248 nm, 25 ns, 10 Hz 2–3 J/cm2, 300 ◦C, 10−6 mbar,
post annealing Al

Amorphous and
crystalline films with
antibacterial activity

[96]

248 nm, 25 ns, 10 Hz 4.5 J/cm2, 500 ◦C, 50 Pa
water pressure

Ti, TiO2
nanotubes Antifungal activity [105]

248 nm, 20 ns, 10 Hz 2 J/cm2, RT, 5 × 10−6 Torr Mg Corrosion resistance [97]

Mn
248 nm, 20 ns, 2 Hz 2J/cm2, 300–400 ◦C, 10 Pa O2 Ti Osteoblast proliferation [71]

248 nm, 30 ns, 2 Hz 400 ◦C, 10 Pa O2 Ti Osteoblast differentiation
on crystalline CHA [99]

Fe

532 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz 90 J/cm2, RT-600 ◦C, 4 × 10−4 Pa Ti Crystalline films with
improved hardness [37]

532 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz 37 J/cm2, RT-500 ◦C, 4 × 10−4 Pa Ti Magnetic properties [100]

355 nm, 7 ns, 10 Hz 2J/cm2, RT-300 ◦C, Mg-Ca alloy
Corrosion resistance,

reduction of
degradation rate

[101]

Se 193 nm, 10 Hz 3.2 J/cm2, 460 ◦C, 45 Pa
water pressure Ti, Si Antibacterial activity [38]

Cu, Zn 193 nm, 10 Hz 3.2 J/cm2, 460 ◦C, 0.45 mbar Ti6Al4V
Osteoblast cells growth

and proliferation,
antibacterial activity

[102]

Au 1064 nm, 8 ns, 10 Hz 4.5 × 10−4 Pa Alumina
scaffold

HFB4 cells adhesion
and proliferation [103]

4. PLD of Glass and Glass-Ceramic Coatings

The first attempt to obtain bioactive glass films by PLD was made by D’Alessio et al. [106]
in the late 1990s. They used a visible laser source to deposit commercial 45S5 Bioglass® on
Ti4Al alloy. In particular, they studied the effect of laser fluence on ablation and deposition
rates. The fluence had to be high enough to induce the material ablation, but not so high
to induce particle ejection by target fragmentation. In this case, depositions were carried
out by using the second harmonic of Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm) at room temperature and
vacuum atmosphere and varying laser fluence in the range 0.5–14 J/cm2. They found a
high ablation threshold of 3.5 J/cm2, due to the transparency of such material to the visible
wavelength; therefore, for a significant ablation rate, a minimum fluence value of 7.5 J/cm2

is necessary. By evaluating the dependency of the deposition rate on the laser fluence, they
observed a growing linear trend starting from 9 J/cm2. They studied the effect of the laser
fluence by analysing the plasma plume by optical emission spectroscopy and laser ablation
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) [107]. The vapour phase was
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demonstrated to have a different composition from that of the target material; in particular,
Si and P% were lower than that of the expected values. Similar results were obtained
by applying LA-ICP-MS. Therefore, the ablation was not congruent by using a ns-pulsed
laser in the fluence range from 3.5 (threshold value) to 14 J/cm2. Moreover, by performing
SEM-EDX analysis, they could observe the films’ morphology and composition. All the
films, irrespective of the laser fluence, were characterized by a large number of micrometric
droplets, which preserve target composition, embedded in a uniform matrix with a different
composition (i.e., lower amount of Si and P). However, by analysing larger areas of the
films, they found that the average composition was close to the target one, indicating that
the droplets are the main component of the film. The presence of micrometric droplets
is not a drawback in the case of BG coatings for bone tissue application. Moreover, no
effect of the laser fluence were found on film adhesion and composition. The effect of laser
fluence was investigated also by Serra et al. [15], who deposited a bioactive glass target
(42% SiO2, 20% Na2O, 10% K2O, 20% CaO, 3% P2O5, 5% MgO) by an ArF excimer laser
beam (λ = 193 nm) varying the laser fluence from 0.2 to 6.0 J/cm2. They demonstrated the
linear dependence of the deposition rate on the laser fluence, in accordance with results
obtained by D’Alessio et al. [106]. Despite the similarity of the ablated target, Serra et al.
found a threshold value was of 0.2 J/cm2, sensibly lower than the value reported by
D’Alessio et al.; this is mainly due to the different laser wavelength since glass absorbs
UV radiation stronger than visible ones. Moreover, Serra et al. investigated the effect
of the laser fluence on the characteristics of the films, finding significant difference on
film roughness but no differences in mechanical properties. In addition, Sanz et al. [108]
evidenced the effect of the laser fluence on film morphology and roughness. They used
the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser (λ = 355 nm) at two different laser energy (i.e.,
50 and 100 mJ) for depositing in vacuum a niobo-phosphate bioactive glass (NbP-BG). By
SEM and AFM analysis of films deposited at the two different conditions (Figure 4), they
evidenced a greater amount of larger droplets on the films obtained at higher laser energy,
resulting in higher roughness values. They attributed the presence of droplets to a splashing
mechanism observed during the ablation process, which usually increases with the rise in
laser energy. Floroianet al. [109] investigated the effect of the fluence of a KrF excimer laser
source (λ = 248 nm) on the deposition of two different glasses with two different silicate
content (6P57 and 6P61, with 57 and 61 wt.% of silicate, respectively). They deposited in
low pressure oxygen atmosphere varying laser fluence between 4 and 8 J/cm2, finding that
values of 5.5–6 J/cm2 allowed to preserve target stoichiometry and obtain a smooth film.
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Deposition atmosphere is also an important parameter affecting both film composition
and crystallinity. It is well known that PLD can be carried out on vacuum or in a reactive or
unreactive gas atmosphere. Several studies have demonstrated that during ns-PLD, target
stoichiometry is nearly congruently transferred to the films.

In particular, by depositing bioactive glass or glass-ceramic in vacuum condition,
target stoichiometry is preserved for droplets or particles ejected directly from the target,
while portions that originated from the condensation of the gaseous phase show small
losses of lighter and more volatile species during plasma expansion [106–108,110–112].
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Moreover, some researchers have observed that bioactive glass coatings deposited in vac-
uum are characterized by a different bonding configuration with respect to the target, even
if composition is retained [15,110,113]. In particular, by depositing silicate glass by the
means of a ArF excimer laser (λ = 193 nm) at 200 ◦C in vacuum, they observed that by the
FTIR spectroscopic technique, a decrease in the Si–O–NBO/Si–O–Si ratio was responsible
for the bioactive behaviour of the coatings. On the other hand, Kwiatkowska et al. [114] ob-
served the opposite effect on the bonding configuration of a glass with similar composition
deposited in vacuum with a Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm) at room temperature, supposing
higher bioactivity for the films rather than the bulk form. In order to study the effect of
gaseous atmosphere on bonding configuration, deposition in different gas environments
were carried out. González et al. [115] obtained films with different compositions and
bonding configurations by depositing the same target materials in vacuum (10−4 mbar)
and in N2O (0.05 mbar) with a ArFexcimer laser (λ = 193 nm); in particular, they obtained a
more oxidised film in an N2O atmosphere, as detected by EDS. This oxygen enrichment
induces a decrease in Si–O–NBO/Si–O–Si ratio due to the saturation of Si–O–NBO groups,
reducing the effect of network modifiers cations (i.e., Na+, Ca2+).

Listeet al. [116] deposited in H2O, NH3, N2O, and Ar. First of all, they deposited at
different Ar pressures (from vacuum 10−3 to 1 mbar), observing an exponential decreasing
of the film growth with the increasing of Ar pressure, due to the influence of the gas on
the velocity of the ablated species during the plasma expansion. In addition, they noted
the decrease of the Si–O–NBO/Si–O–Si ratio with the increase in pressure. Furthermore,
in N2O or H2O (oxidizing) atmospheres, Si–O–NBO content is reduced; in fact, UV laser
radiation (λ = 193 nm) promotes the dissociation of N2O or H2O and leads to the formation
of oxygen radicals, promoting the saturation of Si–O–NBO. They, therefore, stated that
bioactive glass films should be deposited in vacuum or at very low Ar pressure in order to
obtain a good Si–O–NBO/Si–O–Si ratio (~1). They further tested the presence of a small
amount of ammonia in the deposition chamber (0.05 mbar), observing a beneficial effect of
the reducing atmosphere on the Si–O–NBO/Si–O–Si ratio. Subsequently, Borrajo et al. [113]
studied the effect of the influence of Si2H6/Ar and NH3/Ar at growing pressure on the
properties of bioactive silicate glass film deposited with an ArF laser. They demonstrated
that the presence of disilane inhibits the formation of Si–NBO groups while ammonia
at low pressure favors their formation, similarly to the vacuum condition. The same
authors [117] concluded that vacuum is the most appropriate condition for depositing
bioactive glasses. In addition, Zhao et al. [118] studied the role of pressure on bioactive
glass (45S5), depositing with a ArF excimer laser (λ = 248 nm) at 200 ◦C at different Ar
pressure (0–60 Pa), producing findings similar to that reported in [116]: all the coatings
are characterized by a lower Si–O–NBO/Si–O–Si ratio with respect to the target and with
increase in Ar pressure, this ratio decreases. However, Zhao et al. [118] observed a linear
decrease of the deposition rate with increase of the Ar pressure. In addition, they explained
the origin of the different kinds of particulates present in the deposited film; in accordance
with D’Alessio et al. [106], they attributed the presence of round-shaped bigger particles
to liquid droplets expelled by a super-heated target surface, while smaller nanometric
particles originated from the condensation of the vapour phase, whereas irregularly shaped
particles were due to the target fragmentation.

Several studies demonstrated that by depositing in vacuum or at very low pres-
sure of unreactive gas, it is possible to preserve the Si–O–NBO/Si–O–Si ratio of the tar-
get [113,115–118], whereas the use of a oxidant gas (such as (N2O) promotes the reduction
of Si–O–NBO groups and the adsorption of water [115,116]. The best pressure conditions
to deposit bioactive glass ceramic films by PLD were not uniquely definite; in fact, many
studies reported deposition in oxygen atmosphere, showing the good bioactivity and
biocompatibility of the deposited films [104,109,119–141].

Several studies have been devoted to the effect of deposition temperature on films’
characteristics, both in terms of physical and chemical properties: since the mobility of the
ablated species on the substrate is strongly dependent on the deposition temperature, this
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parameter has a great incidence on the film morphology and crystallinity. Serra et al. [15]
varied deposition temperature in the range of 25–500 ◦C, at constant pressure and fluence,
in order to investigate the change in bonding configuration due to network rearrangement
during the film deposition. They found a slight increase in the Si–O–NBO/Si–O–Si ratio for
the film deposited at 200 ◦C. Gyorgyet al. [104], while depositing bioactive glass with KrF
excimer laser at a substrate temperature in the range 400–500 ◦C, observed no difference in
XRD pattern of the obtained films, which were all poorly crystalline. Zhao et al. [142] inves-
tigated the effect of deposition temperature on both crystallinity and bonding configuration
on bioglass coatings deposited with ArF laser at 20, 200, and 500 ◦C. All the registered
XRD spectra are typical of a vitreous material, while from FTIR spectra, it was possible
to detect different bonding configurations. In particular, they observed an increase in Si–
O–NBO/Si–O–Si ratio with the substrate temperature. They attributed this phenomenon
to the deposition mechanism: since species inside the plasma rapidly condense and cool
on the substrate surface, it is possible to observe the segregation of cations (modifiers),
originally well dispersed in the silicate network of the target material. This segregation
causes inhomogeneity of film composition and the formation of a major number of Si–O–Si
groups. However, ablated species can retain a certain degree of kinetic energy and diffuse
on the substrate surface, when heated. In addition, the authors studied the effect of sub-
strate temperature also on the adhesive strength of deposited films. By heating the Ti6Al4V
substrate at 200 ◦C, the best balance between bonding configuration preservation and adhe-
sive strength was achieved. Rau et al. [111] investigated the effect of substrate temperature
on crystallinity and roughness of a glass-ceramic material, named RKKP, deposited by
Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm) in vacuum at 100, 300, and 500 ◦C. Only the film deposited at
500◦C showed contributions in the EDXRD (energy dispersive X-ray diffraction) pattern,
attributable to a number of crystalline phases. As regard films roughness, unexpectedly,
the authors noticed a smoothing of coating surfaces with increase in temperature. The
same research group [143] carried out a similar study on another glass-ceramic material;
they performed PLD at 25, 300, and 600 ◦C, obtaining a crystallized film only at 600 ◦C.
Moreover, a Cu-containing BG deposited in similar conditions also showed a crystalline
structure in the XRD pattern when deposited at 500 ◦C [144]. Deposition temperature
is a key parameter when the glass and glass-ceramic materials tend to crystallize. It is
well-known that bioactive glass usually shows mechanical performances not appropriate
for load-bearing applications; therefore, the presence of crystalline phases in the vitreous
matrix is a way to improve mechanical properties [145]. However, this causes a worsening
of the bioactivity properties, as demonstrated by Curcio et al. [146]. In this case, the authors
deposited Mn-containing RKKP at room temperature and 500 ◦C, obtaining amorphous
and crystalline films, respectively. They studied the in vitro bioactivity following the
standard Kokubo soaking test simulated body fluid (SBF) [147]. The film dissolution and
comparison of the typical hydroxyapatite cauliflower structure was found to be slower for
the crystalline film deposited at 500 ◦C, as evidenced by SEM images (Figure 5).

Curcio et al. [148] deposited carbon/RKKP composite films at different substrate
temperatures (i.e., room temperature, 300, and 500 ◦C) with the aim to obtain amorphous
thin films with enhanced hardness. They demonstrated the improvement in film hardness
with the increase in deposition temperature, together with the absence of crystalline
phases (even depositing at 500 ◦C), thanks to the presence of a carbonaceous network well
dispersed in the coatings. In addition, they analysed the effect of the substrate temperature
on the films’ morphology and roughness by SEM and AFM technique. As visible in Figure 6,
all the films are characterized by micrometric particles embedded in a compact matrix of
nanometric particles. With the increase in substrate temperature, film densification, due
to the aggregation and coalescence of nanoparticles, is seen, which increases the surface
roughness value.
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with permission from [146], copyright from 2018 Elsevier.
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As regards substrate materials, metals, and more specifically stainless steel (SS), Ti and
its alloys are the most used for hard-tissue implants, thanks to their high tensile and yield
strength and resistance to fatigue, creep, and corrosion. Therefore, most of the BG and BGC
were deposited on the metal substrate with the aim to obtain a suitable coating for load-
bearing implants [104,111,112,125,127,132,140–142,148–155]. Some of them are preferred
to modify the Ti surface by chemical etching [108,114,129] in order to change the surface
roughness [156], while Ma et al. [157] processed Ti alloy by micro-arc oxidation, with the
aim to obtain a rough and porous oxide surface layer. González et al. [158] proposed
a new type of substrate based on biomorphic silicon carbide ceramics with improved
mechanical and bioactivity properties as an alternative toTi implants. SiC was obtained
by molten-Si infiltration of carbon templates produced by controlled pyrolysis of wood
pieces. The obtained biomorphic SiC is characterized by porosity and mechanical features
similar to that of bone tissue. They tested different types of wood and BG with different
compositions [159–161], obtaining promising results for the application of these systems
in hard-tissue related implants. Another revolutionary route for improving implants
osteointegration is the production of bioresorbable implants, generally made in Mg and
its alloys, which are supposed to be completely degraded after the bone healing [162].
However, the degradation rate of magnesium and its alloys is too rapid to match the
kinetics of bone healing; in addition, it is possible that corrosion mechanisms occur. To
overcome these problems, coatings with a biodegradable film, able to delay the degradation
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of the implant, could an appropriate solution [163]. Only two research groups [124,164]
have studied the possibility to cover this kind of bioresorbable substrate with BG or BGC
by using PLD. In particular, Mihailescuet al. [124] carried out only a standard physic-
chemical characterization of the obtained BG-coated Mg substrate, while Rau et al. [164]
deposited RKKP BGC on a Mg–Ca substrate (1.4 wt.%) and examined corrosion resistance
of the uncoated and coated Mg-Ca alloys in simulated body fluid (SBF). RKKP-coated
Mg–Ca showed a higher electropositive corrosion potential value (−1.68 V) and a corrosion
current density 10 times smaller than the uncoated Mg–Ca, providing a suitable corrosion
behaviour for possible use as degradable implants.

Some research groups have investigated the use of BG and BGC coatings on
polymeric substrates for both hard-tissue regeneration and wound-healing applica-
tions [120–123,133,135,137]. Wu et al. [133], by depositing akermanite (AKT) on polylactic
acid (PDLLA) and polysulfone (PSU) films (obtained by casting), obtained systems for bone
regeneration and replacement with improved surface roughness, hardness, bioactivity,
and osteogenic and angiogenic activity. The same research group deposited AKT [120]
and a Cu-containing bioactive silicate glass-ceramics [121] on artificial ligament for an-
terior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction made in polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
fibers. By performing an in vivo test, they demonstrated that PLD of bioactive glass on
ACL is a promising way to overcame problems related to PET, such as low wettability
and bioactivity, which causes a weak mechanical anchorage in the bone tunnel after im-
plantation. Duta et al. [137] demonstrated the in vitro bioactivity of ultra-high molecular
weight polyethylene acetabular cups (UHMWP) covered by BG films. Chen et al. [135]
used a barrier collagen membrane as a substrate for the deposition of Ca2ZnSi2O7 bioactive
glass. The aim was the upgrade of this membrane from a simple physical barrier to a
bioactive barrier with multiple effects on bone repair. In this way, they proved, by in vitro
and in vivo tests, the possibility to produce new generation collagen membranes with
osteoimmunomodulatory and osteogenic properties.

The possibility to coat proper substrates with BG and BGC thin films for wound-
healing applications has been exploited by a few research groups [122,123,134]. They
combined the physical guide of a patterned electrospun membrane with the angiogenic
properties of BG. For this purpose, they [123,134] deposited two different BGCs on a
PDLLA/PCL membrane for skin wound healing applications, especially helpful for diabetic
patients with a chronic hyperglycemic state, which prevents correct blood flow, causing a
lack of angiogenesis and slow wound healing. Moreover, to further improve the angiogenic
activity and impart antibacterial properties to a glass/polymer system for wound healing
application, Li et al. [122] incorporated copper in the BG composition. They used as
substrate a natural collagen membrane, in particular, the egg shell membrane, which
naturally owns antibacterial properties.

Several studies concerning the PLD of bioactive glass and glass-ceramic have been
conducted up to now; and mechanical properties, biocompatibility, and bioactivity (both
in vitro and in vivo) have been demonstrated, as shown in Table 3.

As regard mechanical properties, the excellent adhesion of 45S5 films deposited at
room temperature on Ti alloy was demonstrated by the scratch test, showing that the de-
formation of a substrate was easier than the film detachment [107]. By increasing substrate
temperature, adhesion properties may be enhanced, thanks to the reduction in thermal
stress at the film-substrate interfaces; however, in the case of Ti and Ti alloy substrates, it
is possible to observe opposite trends at temperatures up to 120 ◦C due to the easy for-
mation of TiO2 on the substrate surface, which is highly brittle and leads to the reduction
of adhesion strength at the interface [142]. On the other hand, the increase in substrate
temperature allows to improve films hardness not only because high temperature induces
the formation of crystalline phases but also due to the film densification [111,149]. Many
authors have demonstrated in vitro bioactivity by performing the Kokubo soaking test in
simulated body fluid (SBF) solution [147,165] and several types of cells were incubated in
contact with BG or BGC coatings, demonstrating not only their good biocompatibility, but
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also the capacity to induce osteogenic and/or angiogenic differentiation on mesenchymal
or stromal stem cells. A few research works have shown the osteointegration of implants
coated with BG or BGC by in vivo tests.

All these studies, listed in Table 3, have demonstrated that PLD is a successful tech-
nique to impart bioactivity to implants for biomedical applications.

Table 3. Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) experimental details and investigated properties of films of BG and BGC.

BG and BGC Systems Laser Source Deposition Conditions Substrate Properties Ref.

SiO2–Na2O–CaO–P2O5
(45S5) 1

532 nm, 7 ns, 10 Hz 0.5–14 J/cm2, RT, 10−4 Pa Ti4Al Film adhesion [106]

532 nm, 7 ns, 10 Hz 0.5–14 J/cm2, RT, 10−4 Pa Ti6Al4V Film adhesion and
bioactivity in SBF [107]

532 nm, 7 ns, 10 Hz 9 J/cm2, RT, 10−4 Pa Ti6Al4V Hardness [112]

248 nm, 20 ns, 10 Hz 4 J/cm2, 20, 200 and 500 ◦C,
8.5 × 10−5 Pa, 55 mm, 1 h

Ti6Al4V Film adhesion [142]

532 nm, 6 ns, 10 Hz 2 × 10−5 mbar, RT and
200 ◦C, 1 h Ti–6Al–4V

Bioactivity in SBF and
biocompatibility with U2OS

osteosarcoma cells to
[154]

SiO2–Na2O–CaO–P2O5–
(MgO)

(45S5, Mg10) 2
248 nm, 20 ns, 10 Hz 4 J/cm2, 200 ◦C, 8.5 × 10−5

Pa, 55 mm, 1 h Ti6Al4V Film adhesion and
bioactivity in SBF [166]

HA/45S5

248 nm, 20 ns, 5 Hz 5 J/cm2, 200 and 600 ◦C, 3
× 10−5 Pa, 1 h

Ti–6Al–4V Bioactivity in SBF and
in vivo osteointegration [153]

248 nm, 20 ns, 5 Hz 5 J/cm2, 600 ◦C, 3 × 10−5

Pa, 1 h Ti–6Al–4V

Film adhesion strength,
biocompatibility with L929

mouse fibroblast and
in vivo osteointegration

[167]

SiO2–Na2O–K2O–MgO–
CaO–P2O5
(BG42) 3

193 nm, 10 Hz 175 mJ, 200 ◦C SiC Bioactivity in SBF [158]

193 nm, 10 Hz 0.2–0.6 J/cm2, 25–500 ◦C,
10−5 mbar, 35 mm

Si Hardness and
elastic modulus [15]

193 nm 4.17 J/cm2, 200 ◦C Si, Ti, SiC Bioactivity in SBF [159]

193 nm, 25 ns, 10 Hz 4.17 J/cm2, 200 ◦C SiC
Bioactivity in SBF,

biocompatibility with
MG-63 osteoblast-like cells

[161]

SiO2–Na2O–K2O–MgO–
CaO–P2O5–(B2O3)

(BG42, BG50, BG55, BG59) 4

193 nm, 10 Hz 4.2 J/cm2, 200 ◦C Ti6Al4V, SiC

Bioactivity in SBF,
biocompatibility, cell

attachment and
proliferation of MG-63

osteoblast-like cells

[160]

193 nm, 10 Hz 4.2 J/cm2, 200 ◦C Ti
Bioactivity in SBF,

biocompatibility in muscle
tissue by an in vivo test

[149]

SiO2–Na2O–K2O–MgO–
CaO–P2O5

(6P57) 5
248 nm, 7 ns, 2 Hz 400–550 ◦C, 5–15 Pa O2,

4 cm Ti
Biocompatibility and

proliferation of
Hek293 cells.

[104]

SiO2–Na2O–K2O–MgO–
CaO–P2O5

(6P57, 6P61) 6

248 nm, 25 ns, 5.7 J/cm2, 400 ◦C, 13 Pa O2,
4 cm Ti

Bioactivi−ty in SBF and cell
adhesion of human

osteoblasts after SBF
soaking

[138]

248 nm, 25 ns, 5.7 J/cm2, 400 ◦C, 13 Pa O2,
4 cm Ti

Biocompatibility and
proliferation of
osteoblast cells

[127]

248 nm, ≥ 7 ns, 2 Hz 2.8 J/cm2, 400 ◦C, 13 Pa O2 Etched Ti gr4d Bioactivity in SBF [129]

248 nm, 25 ns, 5 Hz 6.6 J/cm2, 400 ◦C, 13 Pa O2,
4 cm Ti Bioactivity in SBF and

corrosion resistance [139]

SiO2–Na2O–K2O–CaO–
P2O5

7 1064 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz, 10 J/cm2, RT, 10−6 mbar,
4 cm, Ti Bioactivity in SBF [114]

SiO2–Na2O–K2O–CaO–
MgO–P2O5–CaF2–La2O3–

Ta2O5
(RKKP) 8

532 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz 12–44 J/cm2, RT-500 ◦C,
4 × 10−4 Pa, 2 cm, 2 h

Ti Hardness [111]

532 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz 12 J/cm2, 500 ◦C,
4 × 10−4 Pa, 2 cm, 2 h

Ti
Adhesion, growth and

osteogenic differentiation of
CaCo-2 cells

[151]

532 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz 12 J/cm2, 400 ◦C,
4 × 10−4 Pa, 2 cm, 2 h

Mg–Ca Corrosion resistance [164]

532 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz 12 J/cm2, 500 ◦C,
1.5 × 10−4 Pa, 2 cm, 2 h

Ti

Biocompatibility,
proliferation and osteogenic

differentiation of
hAMSCs grown

[152]
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Table 3. Cont.

BG and BGC Systems Laser Source Deposition Conditions Substrate Properties Ref.

RKKP + C60 (5 wt.%) 532 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz
12 J/cm2, RT, 300 and

500 ◦C, 4 × 10−4 Pa, 2 cm,
4 h

Ti Hardness [148]

RKKP-Mn 9 532 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz
12 J/cm2, RT and

500 ◦C,4 × 10−4 Pa, 2 cm,
4 h

Ti Bioactivity in SBF [146]

CaO–MgO–P2O5–SiO2
10

1064 nm, 7 ns, 10 Hz 200 mJ, 200 ◦C, 10−5 Pa,
40 mm, 60 min Ti6Al4V Film adhesion and

bioactivity in SBF [150]

1064 nm, 7 ns, 10 Hz 200 mJ, 200 ◦C, 10−5 Pa,
40 mm, 60 min

Ti6Al4V treated
with micro-arc

oxidation

Film adhesion corrosion
restistance and bioactivity

in SBF
[157]

SiO2–CaO–
P2O5–CaF2–MgO

(HASi) 11
355 nm, 10 Hz 1.6 J/cm2, 400 ◦C,

10−3 mbar O2, 35 mm, 1 h
Ti6Al4V Film adhesion hardness

and bioactivity in SBF [126]

Ca2MgSi2O7
(AKT)

5 Hz 180 MJ, RT, 20 MPa O2,
15, 25 and 40 min

PSU and
PDLLA films

Hardness and elastic
modulus test, bioactivity in

SBF, cell attachment and
proliferation of MC3T3

cells, osteogenic and
angiogenic ability

[133]

5 Hz 180 MJ, RT, 20 MPa O2,
40 min PET sheets

Proliferation and
osteogenic/angiogenic
differ- entiation of the

BMSCs, in vivo
osseointegration

[120]

5 Hz 180 MJ, RT, 20 MPa O2,
30 min

PDLLA/PCL
electrospun

scaffold

Proliferation of human
umbilical vein endothelial

cells (HUVECs) and in vivo
wound healing

[134]

SiO2–Na2O–K2O–MgO–
CaO–P2O5
(BG57) 12

248 nm, 25 ns, 10 Hz 400 ◦C, 13 Pa O2, 4 cm stainless
steel 316L

Corrosion resistance,
bioactivity in SBF,

biocompatibility with
WJ-MSCs (Wharton’s

Jelly-derived Mesenchymal
Stromal Cells)

[140]

SiO2–Na2O–K2O–MgO–
CaO–P2O5
(BG61) 13

248 nm, 25 ns, 10 Hz 3 J/cm2,RT,
1.5 × 10−3 Pa O2

UHMWPE Bioactivity in SBF [137]

248 nm, 25 ns, 10 Hz 2.8 J/cm2, 400 ◦C, 13 Pa O2,
4 cm

Ti, stainless
steel 316L

Corrosion resistance,
bioactivity in SBF,
biocompatibility
with WJ-MSCs

[141]

SiO2–CaO–P2O5–(CaF2) 14 355 nm, 5 ns, 10 Hz 2.2–3.7 J/cm2, 400 ◦C,
10 mTorr O2, 4 cm Ti

Biocompatibility with
Human endothelial cells

(EAhy926 cell line)
[132]

(Cu0.0x)(Ca0.25–0.0x)P0.05 Si0.75
(0Cu-BG, 2Cu-BG,

5Cu–BG) 15
5 Hz 160 MJ, RT, 20 MPa O2,

40 min
Eggshell

membrane

Hardness, attachment
proliferation, and

angiogenic expression of
human umbilical vein

endothelial cells (HUVECs),
antibacterial activity and
in vivo wound healing

[122]

(Cu0.0x)(Ca0.25–0.0x)P0.05 Si0.75
(0Cu–BG, 5Cu–BG) 15 5 Hz 160 mJ, RT, 20 mPa O2,

40 min PET sheet

Biocompatibility, adhesion
and osteogenic/angiogenic

differentiation of the
rBMSCs, in vivo
osteointegration

[121]

Ca0.25 P0.05 Si0.7 O5.2 5 Hz 160 mJ, RT, 20 mPa O2,
40 min

PDLLA/PCL
electrospun

Proliferation and
attachment, angiogenic

expression, in vivo
wound healing

[123]

Ca2ZnSi2 O7 5Hz 180 MJ, RT, 20 MPa O2
BioGide®

collagen
membrane

Osteogenic differentiation
of BMSCs, in vitro and

in vivo
osteoimmunomodulatory

properties

[135]

P2O5–Nb2O5–CaO-(CaF2)
(NbP–BG) 355 nm, 6 ns, 10 Hz 50–100 mJ, 3 × 10−6 mbar,

5 min, 30 mm Etched Ti Adhesion and proliferation
of MC3T3 cells [108]
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Table 3. Cont.

BG and BGC Systems Laser Source Deposition Conditions Substrate Properties Ref.

SiO2–Na2O–K2O–MgO–
CaO–P2O5 –CuO

(Cu–BG) 16
532 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz

12 J/cm2, RT, 300 and
500 ◦C, 4 × 10−4 Pa,

2 cm, 4 h
Ti Bioactivity in SBF and

antibacterial activity [144]

SiO2–CaO–P2O5–ZnO–
MgO and

SiO2–CaO–P2O5–ZnO–
SrO 17

532 nm, 10 Hz 73–74 mJ/pulse, 25–300 ◦C,
100 mTorr O2, 4 cm Si

Bioactivity in SBF and
cellular adhesion and

proliferation of human fetal
osteoblast cells

[119]

SiO2–Na2O–K2O–MgO–
CaO–P2O5–(B2O3)

(13–93, 19–93–B3) 18
532 nm, 7 ns, 10 Hz 12 J/cm2, RT, 10−4 Pa,

2 cm, 5 h Ti

Biocompatibility and
osteogenic differentiation of

Equine adipose
tissue-derived

mesenchymal stem cells
(ADMSCs)

[155]

SiO2–P2O5–CaO–MgO–
Na2O–CeO2

19 355 nm 73–74 mJ/pulse, RT-300 ◦C,
100 mTorr O2, 4 cm Si

Bioactivity in SBF,
biocompatibility with

human fibroblast BJ cells
and antibacterial activity

[128]

SiO2–P2O5–CaO–MgO–
Na2O

20
355 nm, 5 ns, 10 Hz 1.5 J/cm2, RT-300 ◦C, 100

mTorr O2, 4 cm Si
Bioactivity in SBF and
biocompatibility with

human fibroblast BJ cells
[130]

SiO2–P2O5–CaO–MgO–
SrO–Na2O 21 355 nm 73–74 mJ/pulse, RT-300 ◦C,

100 mTorr O2, 4 cm -
Bioactivity in SBF and
biocompatibility with

human fibroblast BJ cells
[136]

CaO–SiO2 - 84 mJ/pulse, 400 ◦C,
100 mTorr O2, Ti

Film adhesion strength,
biocompatibility with

endothelial cells
[125]

1 45S5: 45 SiO2– 24.5 Na2O –24.5 CaO– 6 P2O5 (wt.%). 2 Mg10: 45 SiO2 – 14.5 Na2O – 24.5 CaO – 6 P2O5 – 10 MgO (wt %). 3 BG42: 42 SiO2–
20 Na2O–10 K2O– 20 CaO–3 P2O5– 5 MgO (wt.%). 4 BG50: 50 SiO2–15 Na2O – 15 K2O–15 CaO–2 MgO – 3 B2O3(wt.%). BG55: 55 SiO2– 21
Na2O–9 K2O– 8CaO– 4 P2O5–2 MgO– 1 B2O3(wt.%). BG59: 59 SiO2– 10 Na2O– 5 K2O–15 CaO– 3 P2O5–5 MgO– 3 B2O3 (wt.%). 5 6P57: 56.5
SiO2– 11 Na2O– 3K2O–15 CaO–8.5 MgO– 6 P2O5 (wt.%). 6 6P61: 61.1 SiO2– 10.3 Na2O– 2.8 K2O– 12.6 CaO–7.2 MgO–6 P2O5 (wt.%). 7 42.34
SiO2– 23.06 CaO–11.50 Na2O–17.47 K2O– 5.63 P2O5 (wt.%). 8 RKKP: 43.68 SiO2 –11.10 P2O5 – 31.30CaO – 4.53 Na2O – 2.78MgO –4.92
CaF2 – 0.19 K2O – 0.50 La2O3 – 1.00 Ta2O5(wt %). 9 RKKP-Mn: 43.29 SiO2– 11.00 P2O5 – 31.02 CaO–4.49 Na2O –2.76 MgO – 4.88 CaF2– 0.19
K2O – 0.50 La2O3– 0.99 Ta2O5 – 0.89 MnO (wt.%). 10 28CaO–10MgO–4P2O5–58SiO2(mol%). 11 34.2 SiO2– 44.9 CaO – 16.3 P2O5– 0.5 CaF2–
4.6 MgO (wt.%). 12 BG57 see 6P57. 13 BG61 see 6P61. 14 A: 60 SiO2– 36 CaO – 4 P2O5 (mol%). B: 60 SiO2 – 35.25 CaO– 4 P2O5– 0.75 CaF2
(mol%). 15 0Cu-BG: (0 mol% Cu), 2Cu–BG: (2 mol % Cu), 5Cu-BG: (5 mol% Cu). 16 Cu-BG: 45 SiO2– 24.5 Na2O – 19.5 CaO– 6 P2O5– 5
CuO (wt.%). 17 Composition-Mg: 60 SiO2– 25 CaO– 5 P2O5– 5 ZnO– 5 MgO (mol%). Composition-Sr: 60 SiO2– 25 CaO– 5 P2O5– 5 ZnO– 5
SrO (mol %). 18 13-93: 5.5 Na2O– 11.1 K2O– 4.6 MgO– 18.5 CaO– 3.7 P2O5– 56.6 SiO2 (wt.%). 13-93-B3: 5.5 Na2O– 11.1 K2O– 4.6 MgO–
18.5 CaO– 3.7 P2O5– 56.6 B2O3(wt.%). 19 46.10 SiO2–2.60 P2O5–16.90 CaO–10.00 MgO–19.40 Na2O–5.00 CeO2 (mol.%). 20 46.1 SiO2– 2.6
P2O5–16.9 CaO–10.0 MgO–24.4 Na2O (mol%). 21 46.1SiO2–2.6P2O5–16.9CaO–10MgO–5SrO–19.4Na2O(mol%).

5. Conclusions

The results of several researches regarding the ns-PLD of substituted HA and bioactive
glass and glass-ceramics have been reviewed. Thanks to in-depth studies on the deposition
mechanism and film growth for these classes of materials, films with proper properties
for biomedical applications have been produced. Several advantages were found by
performing PLD of bioactive ceramics. It is an environment-friendly technique since no
by-products are originated, and no solvent and toxic reagents are used. By controlling
deposition parameters, it is possible to preserve the composition of the target material in the
deposited film and control the film crystallization, thickness, morphology, and roughness.

Thanks to the possibility to deposit almost any material and different combinations
on thermal degradable substrates of various shapes, any kind of implant surface can
be modified in order to activate the desired biological response. A number of steps
have been taken towards ceramics composition by adding ions that are able to impart
enhanced osteogenic, angiogenic, and/or antibacterial properties by activating specific
signal pathways once implanted in a living person.
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